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Question: 433

Calls are being delivered to the end user in the globalized format. Where does an engineer configure the calling number into a localized format?
A . gateway
B . route pattern
C . IP phone
D . service parameters

Answer: A

Question: 434

A Cisco Unity Connection Administrator must set a voice mailbox so that is can be accessed form a secondary device.

Which configuration on the voice mailbox makes this change?
A . Mobile User
B . Alternate Names
C . Attempt Forward routing rule
D . Alternate Extensions

Answer: D

Question: 435

Which command in the MGCP gateway configuration defines the secondary Cisco Unified Communications Manager server?
A . ccm-manager redundant-host
B . Mgcp call-agent
C . Mgcpapp
D . ccm-manager fallback-mgcp

Answer: A

Question: 436

Regarding SIP integrations with Cisco Unified Communications Manager, if the Cisco Unity Connection is configured to listen for incoming IPv4 and IPv6 traffic, how
should the addressing mode be set up in the Cisco Unity Connection?
A . Set up media ports for each port group to use IPv4.
B . Set up for each group to use IPv4 and IPv6.
C . Set up IPv4 and IPv6 in cisco Unified C
E . Set up is not required.



Answer: D

Question: 437

Which access control group is required on an end user to allow Jabber to do deskphone mode?
A . Standard CTI Enabled
B . Standard CTI Allow Reception of SRTP key Material
C . Allow control of device from CTI
D . Standard CTI Secure Connection

Answer: A

Question: 438

Which two protocols does Cisco IM and Presence use to authenticate Jabber? (Choose two.)
A . TCP
B . SOAP
C . AXL
D . XMPP
E . QBE

Answer: BD

Question: 439

Refer to the exhibit.



A call is failing to establish between two SIP Devices. The Called device answer with this SDP.

Which SDP parameter causes this issue?
A . The RTP port is set to 0.
B . The payload for
C . 711ulaw must be 18.
D . The media stream is set to sendonly.
E . The calling device did not offer a ptime value.

Answer: A

Question: 440

A customer wants a video conference with five Cisco TelePresence IX5000 series system.

Which media resource is necessary in the design to fully utilize the immersive functions?
A . Software conference bridge on Cisco Unified Communications Manager
B . Cisco PVDM4-128
C . Cisco Webex meetings server
D . Cisco meeting server

Answer: D

Question: 441

An engineer with ID012345678 must build an international dial plan in Cisco Unified Communications Manager.

Which action should be taken when building a variable-length route pattern?
A . Configure single route pattern for international calls
B . Reduce the T302 timer to less than 4 seconds
C . Create a second route pattern followed by the # wildcard
D . Set up all international route pattern to 0.1



Answer: C

Question: 442

As a voice engineer, which two recommendations do you make to your company to optimize Cisco Unified Communications Manager configuration to reduce the number of
toll fraud incidents? (Choose two.)
A . Inbounds CSS on any gateway typically should have access to internal destinations only and not PSTN destinations.
B . Classify all route patterns as on-net and prohibit on-net to on-net call transfers in Cisco Unified CM service parameters.
C . Classify all route patterns as on-net or off-net and prohibit off-net call transfers in Cisco Unified CM Service parameters.
D . Inbound CSS on any gateway typically should have access to internal destinations and PSTN destinations.
E . Classify all route pattern as off-net and prohibit off-net to off-net call transfers in Cisco Unified CM service parameters.

Answer: AE

Question: 443

Which call routing pattern is used for phone numbers that are in the E.164 format?
A . /+.! Route Pattern
B . +.! Route pattern
C . +.! Translation pattern
D . +1. [2-9]XX[2-9]XXXXXXX called Party Transformation pattern

Answer: B

Question: 444

An engineer configures local route group names to simplify a dial plan.

Where does the engineer set the route group according to the local route group names that are configured?
A . CSS
B . device pool
C . route list
D . route pattern

Answer: B

Question: 445

An engineer is configuring a BOT device for a Jabber user is Cisco Unified Communication Manager.

Which phone type must be selected?
A . Cisco Dual mode for Android
B . Cisco Unified Client services Framework



C . third-party SIP device
D . Cisco Dual Mode for iPhone

Answer: A

Question: 446

Which settings are needed to configure the SIP route pattern in Cisco Unified Communications Manager?
A . Pattern usage, IPv4 pattern, IPv6 pattern, and description
B . Pattern usage, IPv4 pattern, and SIP trunk/Route list
C . Pattern usage, IPv6 pattern, and SIP trunk/Route list
D . SIP trunk/Route list, description, and IPv4 pattern

Answer: B

Question: 447

After an engineer runs the utils ntp status command on the Cisco Unified Communications Manager publisher, the stratum value is 16.

Which issue can the Cisco Unified CM cluster experience?
A . The date/time group an all phones default to the time zone of the engineer.
B . The cluster loses access to port 124 at the firewall.
C . Unified CM sends an NTPv4 packet.
D . Database replication is not synchronized on the Unified CM nodes.

Answer: D

Question: 448

What is a characteristic of video traffic that governs QoS requirements for video?
A . Video is typically constant bit rate.
B . Voice and video are the same, so they have the same QoS requirements.
C . Voice and video traffic are different, but they have the same QoS requirements.
D . Video is typically variable bit rate.

Answer: D

Question: 449

Which two functionalities does Cisco Expressway provide in the Cisco collaboration architecture? (Choose two.)
A . Survivable Remote site Telephony functionality
B . Secure firewall and NAT traversal for mobile or remote Cisco Jabber and TelePresence video endpoints
C . Customer interaction management services
D . Secure business-to-business communications



E . MGCP gateway registration

Answer: BD

Question: 450

An engineer encounters third-party devices that do not support Cisco Discovery Protocol.

What must be configured on the network to allow device discovery?
A . TFTP
B . LACP
C . LLDP
D . SNMP

Answer: C
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